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My dear Students, 
Today ,I want to describe about tense. You know that without tense             
, We can not speak in English. Otherwise, tense may be come in             
the Examination. So we should learn Tense in English. Ok,          
students. 
 
Today my topic is Tense. 
 
.what is Tense and its explanation:- 
Tense :- Tense denotes the time of a verb. The word tense comes             
from the Latin tempus or time. 
The concept of tense in English is a method that we use to refer              
to time- past ,present and future. Many language use tense to talk            
about time. 
So, we talk about time in English with tense. 
(1). Present tense:- Present tense is a grammatical term used for           
verb describe action happening right now. 
Examples:- (1) He goes to school every morning. 
(2).She understands English. 
(3).He tries very hard. 
(4).She enjoys playing the piano. 
(2) Past tense :- The past tense is a verb tense used for a past               
activity or past state of being. 
Examples:- (1). It rained yesterday. 



(2).She kissed me on the cheek. 
(3). We wanted. 
(4). John wanted to go to the museum. 
 
(3) Future tense: Future tense expresses action that have not           
yet occurred or that will occur at a later time. 
Examples:-  (1). Bob will write a poem. 
(2). Robin will come to our place. 
(3).Dona will prepare the dessert. 
(4).I will perform the role of hero in the play. 
********************************* 
No more today.Next day, I will discuss . Ok, Students. 
 
Homework. 
Q. Write the following sentences into past tense. 
(1).  He breaks legs. 
(2). They kiss each other. 
(3).She plays basketball. 
Q.Write the following sentences into Future tense. 
(1).  He goes to school. 
(2).I write. 
(3).I play football. 
*********************************** 
God bless you. 
 


